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1. This article is intended as a survey of some of the phenomena and some of the recent results associated with higher dimensional boundary value problems in "parametric form" in the calculus of variations. These boundary value problems arise in the following way: Suppose m and n are positive integers and one is given a reasonably nice function F: R m + n XT m ->i?+ where T m denotes the Grassmann manifold of all unoriented m plane directions in R m + n (which can be regarded as the space of all unoriented m dimensional planes through the origin in R m+n ). If S is a reasonably nice surface of dimension m in i? m+n , one defines the integral F(S) of F over S by setting
FÇS) -f F(x, S(x))dH m x J xes
where S(x) denotes the tangent m plane direction to 5 at x and H m denotes m dimensional Hausdorff measure on R m+n . Hausdorff m dimensional measure gives a precise meaning to the notion of m dimensional area in R m+n and is the basic measure used in defining a theory of integration over m dimensional surfaces in R m + n which may have singularities. The Hausdorff m dimensional measure of a smooth m dimensional submanifold of R m + n agrees with any other reasonable definition of the m area of such a manifold. With this terminology the problem can be stated:
PROBLEM.
Among all m dimensional surfaces S in i? m+n having a prescribed boundary, is there one minimizing F(S)7 And if there is, how nice is it?
To make this problem precise there are, of course, several questions to be answered: (1) What is a surface? (2) What is the boundary of a surface? (3) What are reasonable conditions to put on F? To see what is involved in answering these three questions, it is useful to consider some of the phenomena which arise. For these examples, we fix F to be identically 1. This curve C is a simple closed unknotted curve of finite length which is smoothly imbedded except at one point. If one wishes to find an oriented surface of absolute least area among such surfaces having C as boundary, i.e. whose area equals lim m A m , then there does not exist such a surface having finite topological type since the list of A m 's contains every compact orientable 2 dimensional manifold having a circle as boundary. On the other hand there does exist a surface, sketched in Figure 3 , which deserves to be called the oriented surface of least area having C as boundary. Its area is lim TO A m and this sur- face at all interior points is a 2 dimensional real analytic manifold having 0 mean curvature. Topologically this surface is a disk with a countable number of handles converging to a boundary point. This example illustrates why in order to solve the least area problem, and really achieve the least area, one sometimes has to admit surfaces of infinite topological type into competition.
The following example due to H. Fédérer [F4, 4]. Let V denote a complex algebraic variety of complex dimension k in complex n dimensional space C n , and regard F as a real 2k dimensional surface oriented by its complex structure. Now let Vo denote a bounded relatively open subset of V having a well-defined oriented boundary of finite 2k -1 dimensional measure, and let W be another oriented surface with dW=dVo. Then the 2k dimensional area of W is at least as large as the 2k dimensional area of Vo, and this is true whether or not Vo contains singularities. In particular, Vo is a solution to Plateau's problem for oriented 2k dimensional surfaces having dVo as boundary provided one is willing to admit complex algebraic varieties as solutions. If one does admit complex algebraic varieties as solutions, then one must accept as singularities in solutions to Plateau's problem at least all the singularities which occur as singularities in complex algebraic varieties.
There are other reasons which force surfaces of least area to have singularities. R. Thorn [T, 111.9] has given an example of a compact, real analytic, 14 dimensional manifold M having a 7 dimensional integral homology class a which cannot be represented by a smoothly imbedded, or even a smoothly immersed, differentiable manifold of dimension 7. On the other hand every integral homology class in every compact Riemannian manifold can be represented by an oriented surface (more precisely a minimal integral current) of least area among all surfaces representing that class [FF, 9.6]; in particular there is a 7 dimensional surface S in M representing <r which has area no larger than that of any other surface representing a. S must contain singular points; otherwise it would be a 7 dimensional real analytic submanifold of M and as such contradict the result of Thorn. To see what is involved in the question of boundaries, it is useful to ask what solution one would like for certain least area problems for simple closed curves. There is one case about which everyone agrees: if C\ is a standard circle then the unique surface of least area having Ci as boundary should be the flat disk Si (Figure 4) . Suppose C2 is a curve which lies close to a circle but which goes around twice before it rejoins. One strong candidate for the surface o. of least area having CT. as boundary is a Möbius band S 2 (see Figure  5) .
Such a surface exists as a soap film on a boundary wire bent in the shape of C% y and it also exists as a mathematical minimal surface of absolute least area in competition with all surfaces having C 2 as boundary in the sense of homology with coefficients in the integers modulo 2. Now suppose C% is a curve which lies close to a circle but which goes around three times before it rejoins itself. It is useful to think of such a curve as lying on a torus and being swept out as three equally spaced points on a meridian circle travel around the torus the long way while the meridian circle makes one third of a revolution (see Figure 6 ).
One strong candidate for the surface of least area having boundary Cz is a triple Möbius band S3 (Figure 6 ) which is swept out by a F shaped piece of curve between the three equally spaced points on a Ci FIGURE 5. One probably should want the surface 5 4 of least area having C 4 as boundary to look like S 2 on the left attached to S3 on the right by a thin ribbon of surface. Such a surface 5 4 exists as a soap film on a boundary wire in the shape of C 4 and also exists as a mathematical minimal surface. On the other hand, F. Adams has constructed a continuous map (5 4 , C 4 )-»(C 4 , C 4 ) retracting S 4 onto C 4 [Rl, p. 80]. Thus in no way in the sense of algebraic topology does the surface S 4 have the curve C 4 as its boundary. In particular, in order to study surfaces of the type of 5 4 as solutions to variational problems, one needs alternative notions of boundary to those of algebraic topology.
There is another phenomenon which should be mentioned at this point. If one bends a wire in the shape indicated in Figure 8 -1 and dips it in a soap solution, one of the soap films which can form is sketched also in Figuie 8-2. Note the singular curve where the two sheets of surface "pass through each other." If one punctures the lower region, surprisingly the entire film is not destroyed, but rather assumes the shape sketched in Figure 8 -3. Here then is a "minimal surface" which does not touch all of its boundary, and one can even cut off the extra boundary without destroying the film. A mathematical minimal surface like that of 8-3 does exist, but only on a wire having positive thickness, i.e. no such surface can exist on an infinitely thin boundary.
2. Surfaces as measures and surfaces as maps. One approach to studying variational problems in the generality suggested by the preceding examples is based on a correspondence between suitable surfaces and measures on appropriate spaces. Indeed, the natural setting for parametric 2 problems in the calculus of variations seems to be that in which surfaces are regarded as intrinsically part of R m + n (in particular as measures on spaces associated with R m + n ) rather than that in which surfaces are regarded as mappings from a fixed m dimensional manifold, even though this approach necessitates giving up most of the traditional methods of functional analysis for showing the existence of solutions. The following are the main reasons for formulating the problem in this way. (1) If one regards surfaces as mappings from a fixed compact m dimensional manifold, then the resulting theory cannot take into account the phenomena of the examples. Indeed one cannot consider surfaces of infinite topological type, or surfaces having singularities not realizable by mappings (like those of the surface 5 3 of Figure 6 ), or surfaces having boundaries defined in more sophisticated ways.
(2 and VeV m (Z+). One calls V stationary for the boundary W if and only if (P(F, PF) =0 and regwlar for the boundary W if and only if (P(F, WO < 00. Stationary integral varifolds seem to include mathematical models for all soap films while regular integral varifolds seem to include models for all soap bubbles (see Figure 9 ). Among the most important properties of the spaces of surfaces commonly used in geometric measure theory are their compactness properties. 
M(V) £M,M(W) £M,<P(y,W) £M,(?(W,0) S M\ is compact in the weak topology. [March
The three theorems for Z chains in the preceding section remain true with G replacing Z [FL, 3].
5. One formulation of the problem. As the variety of different measure theoretic surfaces suggests, there are a number of different ways in which the problem of finding an F minimal surface having a prescribed boundary can be formulated. The following formulation is an especially fundamental one. DEFINITIONS, (a) A surface S is a compact m rectifiable subset of 
where F x is the integrand given for yÇ£R m+n f j£r m by the formula, (x, 7r) . If the codimension n equals 1, the ellipticity of F with respect to any G is equivalent to the uniform convexity of each Figure 10 ).
FIGURE 10.
The function g is clearly the unique natural solution to the Euler partial differential equation associated with the variational problem for the integrand héF. This partial differential equation is elliptic and of class oo. g, of course, is not continuous at (0, 0).
Minimal integral currents.
As has been indicated there are a number of different natural formulations of calculus of variations problems in the measure theoretic setting. For the purpose of the theorem in §5, we considered surfaces as compact rectifiable sets without orientations and without multiplicities. The singularities which result (or do not result) in solutions to these problems are very much a function of the manner in which the problem is formulated. It is useful to give examples. First consider the problem of finding 1 dimensional surfaces of least length in R 2 corresponding to homology boundary conditions with integer coefficients. Suppose the boundary B consists of four points spaced as in Figure 11 -1. In this figure we have specified + and -• orientations for these points. We can regard these four points with their associated +'s and -'s as a nonbounding cycle representing a homology class <T^HQ(B; Z). The commonly forms on such a boundary. The integral current of least mass whose boundary is the 1 dimensional integral current represented by B consists of two parallel disks and, in particular, has no interior singularities (Figure 12-3) .
One often thinks of a piece of a catenoid as a surface of least area associated with the boundary B. This is the solution surface if one orients the lower circle in B in the opposite direction. For B so oriented, the integral current consisting of two suitably oriented parallel disks has boundary B and is locally of least mass. From topological considerations, one can show from the existence of two distinct minimal surfaces, each of least area locally, the existence of a third, gen-erally "unstable," minimal surface having the boundary B and lying inside the piece of catenoid which has least area.
As the examples above suggest, one sometimes can formulate Plateau's problem in such a way as to avoid interior singularities in the solutions. The following theorem (with an obvious extension to real analytic manifolds) represents what is presently known. 
